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Abstract: The convexity arguments used in the consensus literature to prove synchronization in
vector spaces can be applied to the circle only when all agents are initially located on a semicircle.
Existing strategies for (almost-)global synchronization on the circle are either restricted to
specific interconnection topologies or use auxiliary variables. The present paper first illustrates
this problem by showing that weighted, directed interconnection topologies can be designed to
make any reasonably chosen configuration of the agents on the circle a stable equilibrium of
a basic continuous-time consensus algorithm. Then it proposes a so-called “gossip algorithm”,
which achieves global asymptotic synchronization on the circle with probability 1 for a large class
of interconnections, without using auxiliary variables, thanks to the introduction of randomness
in the system.
Keywords: consensus on circle; multi-agent system; time-variant communication topology;
gossip algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent systems have drawn considerable attention in
the systems and control community for different reasons:
they appear in natural phenomena that are not fully
understood, in existing interconnected (mostly communication) systems, and their potential capabilities indicate
that they may be increasingly used in future applications
— see Belta and Kumar (2003); Beugnon et al. (2005);
Nair and Leonard (2006); Tsitsiklis and Athans (1984);
Tsitsiklis and Bertsekas (1986); Strogatz (2000); Hopfield
(1982); Jadbabaie et al. (2003); Vicsek et al. (1995); Blondel et al. (2005); Leonard et al. (2007); Izzo and Pettazzi
(2005); Reynolds (1987); Strogatz (2003); Justh and Krishnaprasad (2002); McInnes (1996); Cortes et al. (2004)
to name a few.
A basic task for autonomous control of multi-agent systems is to make all the agents agree on some quantity. For
instance a group of agents may have to decide on a meeting
point and time, or on the value of a parameter to use for
their individual operations, say an amount of data, a power
level,... ; these examples usually involve synchronization
(i.e. reaching a common value) in vector spaces. But the
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consensus state space may also be nonlinear. For example,
consider a group of agents moving on the plane which want
to agree on a common direction of motion in order to stay
together, or a group of oscillators that must synchronize
their phases; this involves synchronization on the circle.
Other applications may involve synchronization on the
sphere (e.g. equal direction of motion in 3D), on the space
of rotation matrices (e.g. equal satellite attitudes), or on
more abstract spaces like the Grassmannian manifolds
(e.g. in computational applications involving averaging on
those spaces).
The design of individual control laws for a set of interconnected agents such that they asymptotically agree
on a common point in a vector space is a well-studied
problem, widely known as the consensus problem. It has
been solved in many settings — see among others Tsitsiklis
and Athans (1984); Blondel et al. (2005); Moreau (2005,
2004), and Olfati-Saber et al. (2007) for a review. The
convergence analysis rests on a convexity argument. For
the sake of illustration, consider the real line, with each
agent moving towards a weighted average of the values of
connected agents; then the minimal value in the set can
only increase and the maximal value only decrease, until
(under connectedness assumptions) they become equal.
On nonlinear spaces (manifolds), this convexity argument
cannot be used globally: for a set of agents distributed on
the circle, there is no ‘minimal value’ or ‘maximal value’
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and in general, every agent is attracted by some agents
to move in one direction and by others to move in the
opposite direction. Direct convexity arguments can be used
only when all agents are initially located within a semicircle (Jadbabaie et al. (2003); Moreau (2005)). For arbitrarily distributed agents, synchronization can be ensured
for particular interconnection topologies, like trees and
all-to-all interconnection with equal weights (Sepulchre
et al. (2007); Scardovi et al. (2007); Sarlette and Sepulchre (200?)); for other interconnections, the traditional
Kuramoto-like consensus algorithm admits locally stable configurations different from synchronization (Jeanna
et al. (2005); Sarlette and Sepulchre (200?)). To recover
global synchronization properties with weak assumptions
on the interconnection structure, Sepulchre et al. (to appear); Scardovi et al. (2007); Sarlette and Sepulchre (200?)
propose an algorithm that “cheats” the manifold structure
by using auxiliary variables in the embedding space (e.g.
evolving in the whole plane R2 for synchronization on the
circle). However, this assumes that agents can memorize
and communicate such auxiliary variables, which may not
be an appropriate model in several practical situations.
The present paper proposes an algorithm that achieves
global synchronization on the circle with weak assumptions on the interconnection structure and without using
auxiliary variables. Instead, it introduces randomness to
build a “gossip algorithm” as in Boyd et al. (2006): at
each iteration, each agent randomly selects at most one
of its neighbors and moves towards it. This algorithm is
shown to ensure global synchronization with probability
one asymptotically. Before studying the gossip algorithm,
the problems encountered by traditional consensus algorithms on the circle are illustrated by showing that positively weighted directed interconnection structures can
be designed to locally asymptotically stabilize arbitrary
configurations that are sufficiently “spread”.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
a classical consensus algorithm on the circle and shows
how it can stabilize arbitrary configurations. Section III
presents the gossip algorithm and shows how it achieves
global synchronization with probability 1, for a very general class of interconnection topologies; the theoretical
statements are confronted with simulation.
2. CONSENSUS ON THE CIRCLE
1

Consider a set of N agents evolving on the circle S ; the
position of agent k on the circle is denoted by the angular
variable θk ∈ S 1 . The interconnection (or communication)
among agents is represented with a directed graph G: each
of the N graph nodes represents an agent; an edge from
node j to node k means that the corresponding agents are
interconnected or linked, in the sense that agent k gets
information from agent j, also denoted j
k. Agent j is
called a neighbor of k. A nonvanishing weight ajk ≥ am
can be associated to the link from j to k, for some fixed
am > 0, and ajk = 0 for j / k.
A classical (continuous-time) consensus algorithm in the
vector space R reads

d
dt xk

=

X

j

ajk (xj − xk ) , xk ∈ R, k = 1...N.

(1)

k

The convergence analysis rests on the fact that the convex
hull [min xk , max xk ] cannot expand along the solutions.
Convergence is ensured if G is root-connected, that is,
G contains an agent k from which any other agent can
be reached by following a directed path (equivalently,
G contains a spanning tree). If G is time-varying, rootconnectedness over a uniform horizon is still sufficient to
ensure exponential convergence (Moreau (2004); Blondel
et al. (2005)).
A natural adaptation of (1) on the circle is
X
d
ajk sin(θj − θk ) , k = 1...N.
dt θk =
j

(2)

k

This is in fact the celebrated Kuramoto model with equal
natural frequencies (Kuramoto (1975)). Defining zk =
eiθk , (2) is equivalent to


X
d
zk = Projz 
ajk (zj − zk )
(3)
dt

k

j

k

where Projzk (rk ) denotes the orthogonal projection of
rk ∈ C onto the direction tangent to the unit circle
at zk = eiθk , that is Projzk (rk ) = izk hizk , rk i. The
geometric interpretation is that (3) defines a consensus
update similar to (1) but constrained to the manifold
where kzk k = 1. Studies of model (2) as such in the
synchronization context (Sepulchre et al. (2007); Jeanna
et al. (2005); Scardovi et al. (2007); Sarlette and Sepulchre
(200?)) have shown that it (almost) globally converges
towards synchronization for tree graphs and the equally
weighted complete graph. For other graphs, (2) may fail to
converge to fixed positions (e.g. “cyclic pursuit” problem
for a directed cycle graph) or may locally converge to a
stable configuration that is different from synchronization
(e.g. agents uniformly distributed around the circle for an
undirected cycle graph); the latter are called consensus
configurations in Sarlette and Sepulchre (200?) — on
the circle and other nonlinear manifolds, there are thus
graph-dependent consensus configurations different from
synchronization.
The following result shows that stable consensus configurations different from synchronization are not exceptional:
in fact, any configuration sufficiently “spread” on the circle
is a stable consensus for a well-chosen directed graph.
Proposition 1. Consider N agents distributed on the circle
in a configuration {θk } such that for every k, there is at
least one agent located in (θk , θk + π/2) and one agent
located in (θk − π/2, θk ); such a configuration requires
N ≥ 5. Then there exists a positively weighted, directed
and root-connected interconnection graph making this
configuration locally exponentially stable under (2).
Proof. From (3), a necessary and sufficient condition
for a configuration to be an equilibrium is that rk =
P
j k ajk (zj − zk ) must be aligned with zk . Since the
positive linear combinations of two vectors in the plane
span the cone between them, it is easy to assign nonnegative weights to edges j
k with θj ∈ (θk − π/2, θk +
π/2), and zero weight to all other edges, such that rk and
zk are aligned, for each k. The requirement ajk ∈ {0} ∪
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[am , +∞) is obtained by multiplying all weights by a
constant. This ensures that the configuration is an equilibrium. Linearization of (2) around the equilibrium yields a
linear consensus algorithm in R with weights ajk cos(θj −
θk ) ∈ {0} ∪ (am α, +∞), where α > 0 is the minimal value
of cos(θj − θk ) among edges with ajk > 0. Moreover, it is
easy to verify that the graph associated to positive weights
is root-connected. This ensures exponential stability of
the equilibrium configuration (in the shape space, that is,
modulo a rigid rotation of all agents).

Proposition 1 identifies how specific configurations can be
made locally exponentially stable by choosing appropriate
weights for the directed graph edges. For any of these
choices, synchronization is also exponentially stable — but
thus only locally; in particular, agents initially located
within a semicircle always converge towards synchronization (Jadbabaie et al. (2003); Moreau (2005)).
Proposition 1 emphasizes that global convergence analysis
of a consensus algorithm is trickier on S 1 than in a vector
space. Deciding whether a given graph is S 1 -synchronizing,
that is, admits no other stable configuration than synchronization, seems to be a difficult question, even though
simulations suggest that spurious stable consensus configurations are rare and possess a small basin of attraction.
3. GOSSIP ALGORITHM
The discussion in the previous section raises the question
of designing an alternative algorithm that ensures (almost)
global convergence towards synchronization for a larger
class of interconnection graphs. A recent solution in Scardovi et al. (2007); Sepulchre et al. (to appear); Sarlette
and Sepulchre (200?) uses auxiliary variables xk ∈ C,
k = 1...N : the agents actually run a consensus algorithm
on these auxiliary variables and then move towards the
projection of the consensus value in C on the circle. This
allows to recover convergence properties similar to vector
spaces, but it requires an auxiliary dynamical system, to
memorize, update and communicate the xk . Although this
can be justified for some engineering applications, it is perhaps a questionable model to describe natural phenomena.
This motivates the introduction of randomness instead
of auxiliary variables to overcome spurious “consensus”
configurations on the circle. In particular, the present
paper discusses a so-called “gossip algorithm” (Boyd et al.
(2006)), described in discrete-time for ease of formulation:
at each time instant, each agent randomly selects at
most one of its neighbors in G, according to a fixed
probability distribution, to update its phase value; a
natural probability distribution for link selection would
follow the weights of the links.
Gossip algorithm (directed graph). At each update t,
1. each agent k randomly
k with
P selects an agent j
probability ajk / (β + l k alk ), where β > 0 is the
weight for choosing no agent 1 ;
2. θk (t + 1) = θj (t) if agent k chooses neighbor j at time
t, and θk (t + 1) = θk (t) if it chooses no neighbor.
1 Note that the links chosen at time t + 1 are thus independent of
the links chosen at time t.

Gossip algorithm (undirected graph: j
and ajk = akj ). At each update t,

k⇔k

j

1. each agent k randomly selects one neighbor or none,
as in the directed case;
2. if k chooses j AND j chooses k at time t, then k
and j move towards the midpoint of the shortest arc
between them, i.e. θk (t + 1) = θj (t + 1) = (θk (t) +
θj (t))/2 + sa π where sa ∈ {0, 1} ensures that the
average is located on the shortest arc between θj (t)
and θk (t). If k chooses no neighbor or a neighbor j
which does not choose k, θk (t + 1) = θk (t).
Boyd et al. (2006) perform a detailed analysis of a gossip
algorithm for synchronization in vector space. As convergence towards synchronization is not an issue on vector
spaces, the problem is to quantify the convergence rate as a
function of the interconnection graph and probability (i.e.
weights) distribution. On the circle, convergence towards
synchronization is not obvious a priori and the goal of the
present analysis is to clarify this issue.
3.1 Convergence analysis
Definition 1. In the present stochastic setting, the agents
are said to asymptotically converge towards synchronization with probability 1 if for any initial condition, for any
ε > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a time T after which
the maximal distance |θk (T ) − θj (T )| between any pair of
agents is smaller than ε with probability larger than δ.
The strategy to prove asymptotic convergence towards
synchronization with probability 1 in different settings is
based on the following facts, valid for time-varying and
directed interconnection graphs.
Lemma 2. If all agents are located within an open semicircle, asymptotic synchronization with probability 1 is
ensured with the Gossip Algorithms if there exists a finite
horizon T and a probability p0 > 0 such that ∀t, the
graph formed by the links selected during [t, t + T ] is rootconnected with probability p0 at least.
Proof. The proof uses the exponential synchronization
result for time-varying, directed graphs on vector spaces
(Tsitsiklis and Athans (1984); Moreau (2005); Blondel
et al. (2005)): a sufficient condition for exponential synchronization is that the graph formed by the union of all
links appearing during a finite time span [t, t + T0 ) is rootconnected for t = t0 , t0 + T0 , t0 + 2T0 , .... Consensus on
the semicircle can be mapped to consensus on the real line
(Moreau (2005)). Moreover, one run of a Gossip Algorithm
can be viewed as a deterministic algorithm for a particular
time-varying graph (featuring at most one link per agent at
a time). Therefore exponential synchronization is ensured
if the root-connectedness assumption is satisfied.
Denote by Nε T0 the maximal time for the time-varying
algorithm to ensure that all agents are in an interval
smaller than ε, over all possible graphs with ajk ∈ {0} ∪
[am , +∞) that are root-connected on T0 -time spans; by
time-scale symmetry, Nε is independent of T0 . If a graph
is root-connected on T with probability p0 , it is rootconnected on T0 = mT with probability at least p1 = (1 −
(1 − p0 )⌊m⌋ ) which can be made arbitrarily close to 1 with
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a sufficiently large m. The graph is then root-connected
on Nε consecutive T0 -time spans with probability at least
ε
p2 = pN
1 ; it suffices to select m such that p2 > δ to prove
the property.

The study of synchronization on the circle can thus be
reduced to the study of “bringing all agents within a
semicircle”. Indeed, write δ = δ1 δ2 with δ1 , δ2 < 1. If it
can be ensured that for any δ1 ∈ (0, 1), all agents are
within a semicircle after a finite time Tδ1 with probability
δ1 , then applying Lemma 2 with δ replaced by δ2 ensures
asymptotic synchronization with probability 1.
Lemma 3. Consider a sequence σ of link selections over a
finite time span Tσ , whose probability to appear at least
once in a time span [t, t + Ts ) is at least pσs > 0 ∀t and
for a finite Ts ≥ Tσ . If applying a Gossip Algorithm with
sequence σ ensures that all agents end up in a semicircle,
for any initial condition, then for any δ ∈ (0, 1) there exists
a finite time Th after which the Gossip Algorithm (with
random sequence) has driven all agents within a semicircle
with probability p > δ.

such that r
c in the r-rooted tree) chooses its link with
r, such that θc (t + 1) = θr (t), and all other agents choose
no neighbor 2 . Over the time interval of further trees tri ,
i = 2...N − 1, choose just one update θj (t + 1) = θk (t),
where k is either r or a previously updated agent and j is
any of k’s childs in tri that was not updated yet; no other
agents move. One easily checks that this is always possible
until all agents have been updated and are thus located at
the initial position of agent r. It remains to show that this
link sequence appears with finite probability ps in a time
span Ts .
gci
ggci
u
ci
* 
*u

-

u -u
*u
H
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HH
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j
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HH
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Fig.1: A directed rooted tree. Replacing the arrows by simple lines
yields an undirected tree.

Proof. If σ appears with probability pσs in any time span
of length Ts , it appears at least once in any time span
of length Th = mTs with probability at least (1 − (1 −
pσs )⌊m⌋ ), which can be made > δ by taking m sufficiently
large. Thus for m sufficiently large, there is probability
p3 > δ that a link sequence appears during Th such that
all agents are within a semicircle at the end of that link
sequence; after the sequence, convexity arguments ensure
that the agents never leave this semicircle.


At any time t, the probability for agent k to choose
am
=: η1 > 0,
a particular link is at least (N −1)a
M +β
while the probability of k choosing no link is at least
β
(N −1)aM +β =: η2 > 0. Thus the probability to choose
a particular link and no other link in the graph is at least
η1 η2N −1 and the probability to choose no link at all is
η2N . Therefore, the probability to choose the particular
sequence σ in time span Ts = N (N − 1)Tc is at least
ps = (η1 η2N −1 )N −1 (η2N )N (N −1)Tc −(N −1) > 0.


A finite sequence σ of link selections driving all agents
within a semicircle, regardless of the initial condition, is
called a synchronizing sequence in this paper. Thanks to
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, the study of asymptotic synchronization with probability 1 is reduced to the search
for synchronizing sequences that appear with probability
p ≥ ps > 0 in every time span of some bounded length
Ts . The following results identify such sequences for both
types of Gossip Algorithms.

Proposition 5. Consider a set of N agents interconnected
according to a time-varying undirected graph G. Assume
that ∀t, the weights of G belong to {0} ∪ (am , aM ) for
some fixed aM ≥ am > 0. Also assume that there exists
Tc > 0 such that the union of all links appearing in G over
[t, t + Tc ) forms a root-connected graph ∀t. If the agents
apply the Gossip Algorithm for undirected graphs, with a
fixed finite β > 0, they asymptotically synchronize with
probability 1.

Proposition 4. Consider a set of N agents interconnected
according to a time-varying directed graph G. Assume that
∀t, the weights of G belong to {0}∪(am , aM ) for some fixed
aM ≥ am > 0. Also assume that there exists Tc > 0 such
that the union of all links appearing in G over [t, t + Tc )
forms a graph which contains a rooted tree (see Figure 1)
∀t. If the agents apply the Gossip Algorithm for directed
graphs, with a fixed finite β > 0, they asymptotically
synchronize with probability 1.

Proof. The proof is based on the construction of a synchronizing sequence appearing with probability at least ps
in some time span Ts .

Proof. The proof is based on the construction of a synchronizing sequence appearing with probability at least ps
in some time span Ts .
The links appearing in [t0 + nTc , t0 + (n + 1)Tc ) contain
a rooted tree for n = 0, 1, 2... . Since there are N possible
roots, there exists an agent r serving as a root for at
least N − 1 trees tr1 , tr2 , ...trN −1 not ovelapping in time
over [t0 , t0 + N (N − 1)Tc ). Consider the following link
sequence σ. Over time intervals not corresponding to tri ,
i = 1...N − 1, no agent chooses a neighbor (no updates).
Over the time interval of tr1 , a child c of r (i.e. an agent c

First assume that G is time-invariant. Then G contains an
undirected spanning tree (see Figure 1). The latter can be
built by starting with 2 interconnected agents and adding
agents one at a time. The link sequence pulls agents within
a semicircle in the following way.
Suppose that a link sequence σq is known to bring q < N
α
agents in the partly constructed tree Sq within q N
, with
α ∈ (0, π/2). Denote by k the new agent to add and by j
the agent to which it will be connected in order to build
tree Sq+1 . The link sequence σq+1 = {j ! k}; σq ; {j !
k}; σq ; ... (repeat x > log2 (πN/α) times), brings the q + 1
α
degrees. Indeed, denote by γ the
agents within (q + 1) N
distance from k to the furthest point of the arc containing
{θi : i ∈ Sq }, along the shortest arc between k and j; γ0 is
2

Although it could be possible to choose further links for tr1 , this
is the minimum achievable for any graph, namely when r has only
one child c in tr1 and the link r
c appears at the end of the time
interval of tr1 .
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the initial value of γ. In other words, the q + 1 agents are
α
initially “at worst within γ0 ”, with γ0 ≤ π + q N
. After one
α
iteration of {j ! k}; σq , the agents of Sq are within q N
α
α
≤ (γ0 − q N
)/2. Thus after x iterations,
again, but γ − q N
α
α
α
γ − qN
≤ (γ0 − q N
)/(2x ) ≤ π/(2x ) < N
such that the
α
q + 1 agents are within (q + 1) N .
Now build the sequence σ = σ2 ; σ3 ; ...σN , with σq+1 built
iteratively on σq as just explained; σ2 contains a single
link, such that two agents average their values and are
thus within 0 < 2α
N . The sequence σ is synchronizing, as
it brings all agents within NNα = α < π/2 for any initial
condition. Moreover, it has finite length Tσ (although Tσ
grows exponentially with N ). It contains a single link
at each time t. The probability to choose a particular
link at time t is at least η3 := η12 η2N −2 > 0 (the two
agents to be connected choose each other mutually, the
am
others choose no neighbor), where η1 = (N −1)a
and
M +β
β
. Thus sequence σ is chosen at least with
η2 = (N −1)a
M +β
finite probability (η3 )Tσ in time span Tσ .

If G is time-varying, one checks that, for an arbitrarily
large B, choosing a long enough time span TB ≥ BTc
ensures that there is an undirected tree tr1 appearing on B
non-overlapping time spans of length Tc during TB . Then
the synchronizing sequence σ (built above) of the fixed
tr1 can be implemented by choosing the next link in the
sequence if it is available, and no link else; if B ≥ Tσ , the
whole sequence can be applied, leaving the agents in the
same configuration as with invariant G. The probability of

this sequence is then at least (η3 )Tσ (η2N )TB −Tσ .
The sequences proposed in the proofs are just examples
leading to easy discussion and probability bounds. Although absent from the proofs, synchronizing sequences
involving simultaneous moves of several agents do exist.
For instance, if G is directed and time-invariant and has a
rooted tree tr1 of depth d < N − 1, selecting an arbitrary
number of links only chosen in tr1 at each update t is a
possible way towards synchronization. It is even possible
to choose all links of tr1 ; doing this d consecutive times
yields synchronization.
Although this paper considers the particular case of the
circle, synchronization problems can be formulated on
many other manifolds (Sarlette and Sepulchre (200?)).
Proposition 4 is valid for any manifold, as its proof does
not involve the structure of the space on which the agents
evolve. Proposition 5, associated to Lemma 2, involves
the structure of the circle. Lemma 2 can be generalized
to ensure asymptotic synchronization when the agents
are initially located within a convex set of the manifold.
Thus to generalize Proposition 5, a link sequence of finite
probability must be found that drives all the agents within
a convex set of the manifold, for any initial condition.

It is expected (and confirmed in simulations) that some
randomness in the selection of neighbors favors global
synchronization and destroys the stability of spurious
consensus configurations, synchronization being the only
common consensus configuration of all the partial graphs.
Nevertheless, convergence can be slow if the initial condition is a spurious stable consensus configuration for
the deterministic algorithm. As an illustration, consider
a set of N agents connected by an undirected cycle graph
(each agent connected to two others such that the whole
forms a “closed cycle”). For this graph, the consensus
algorithm possesses a locally stable configuration with the
agents uniformly distributed around the circle, separated
by 2π/N (called splay state in Sepulchre et al. (2007)). For
the Gossip Algorithm, this graph does not look too bad
a priori: suppressing one link makes it a tree, for which
synchronization is the only stable configuration, so if one
link is not selected during a longer time span, the agents
can be driven close to synchronization.
Figure 2 represents two simulations starting close to the
splay state with N = 9, β = 1 and ajk = 1 ∀j
k. The left
simulation has made no progress towards synchronization
after 800 iterations; repeating simulations, this situation
appears roughly 3 times out of 4, which means that in
Definition 1, T > 800 for δ = 0.25 and any small ε for this
particular initial condition. The right simulation shows a
case where synchronization is achieved: at one point in
time, the agents end up within a semicircle and from this
point on convergence is much faster. The synchronization
strategy of Scardovi et al. (2007); Sarlette and Sepulchre
(200?); Sepulchre et al. (to appear), with auxiliary variables, obtains such fast convergence from t = 0 on.
180

180

90

90

0

0

−90

−90

θk

−180

−180
0

400

t

800

0
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t

800

Fig.2: Evolution of the θk (in degrees) from an initial splay state,
for the Gossip Algorithm on an undirected cycle graph with N = 9
agents and probability distribution β = 1, ajk = 1 ∀j
k. About
75% of trials exhibit no synchronization after 800 iterations (left
figure). Convergence in the remaining trials is fast once agents are
in a semicircle (right figure).

4. CONCLUSION
3.2 Simulation results
The theoretical analysis proves that a set of agents applying the Gossip Algorithm globally asympotically synchronize with probability 1, but it says little about the
convergence rate. Bounds on the convergence rate can be
obtained from the synchronizing sequences constructed in
the proofs, but they would be very conservative.

The present paper investigates the global synchronization
properties of consensus algorithms defined on the circle.
This problem is fundamentally different from the traditional consensus problem defined in vector spaces, because
convexity arguments no longer hold.
In the first part, the issue of global synchronization on the
circle is illustrated by showing that, for N ≥ 5 agents,
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a positively weighted directed interconnection graph can
be designed to make any reasonably chosen configuration
of the agents on the circle a stable equilibrium of a
basic continuous-time consensus algorithm proposed in
Scardovi et al. (2007); Sarlette and Sepulchre (200?).
Thus there exist many stable equilibria of the consensus
algorithm different from synchronization (Jeanna et al.
(2005); Sarlette and Sepulchre (200?)).
In the second part, a new approach is proposed to drive a
set of agents with arbitrary initial condition on the circle
towards a common point. The basic feature of the resulting
discrete-time algorithm is to introduce randomness in the
update process: at each time instant, each agent randomly
chooses one of its neighbors at most to update its own
position on the circle; this feature and the associated term
“gossip algorithm” are inspired by Boyd et al. (2006).
The gossip algorithm on the circle ensures global asymptotic convergence towards synchronization with probability 1 for any interconnection graph satisfying the connectedness assumptions for synchronization on vector spaces.
Moreover, it does so while avoiding to introduce auxiliary variables as in Scardovi et al. (2007); Sarlette and
Sepulchre (200?); Sepulchre et al. (to appear). This looks
more natural at least to describe natural phenomena.
However, the slow convergence observed in simulations
when starting from a spurious stable configuration of the
deterministic algorithm indicates that it is not an optimal
strategy for engineering applications.
For future work on this gossip algorithm, it could be
interesting to quantify the convergence rate, in the sense
of finding estimates / better bounds of the probability to
obtain a synchronizing sequence in a given time span. After
this, a study similar to Boyd et al. (2006) could examine
optimal probability distributions for fast convergence.
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